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Letter 876h
DREAM
The Bellevue Sign
2021-02-10
Dear Yeshua,
Thursday, 7 January 2021, 4:18AM.
I woke up about 3:30 from a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was on the Main Road in Bellevue, Washington, (NE 8th), which goes up the hill from Interstate 405,
heading west, towards Congregational Church, which is on the southeast corner of NE 8th and 108th Ave
NE.
I was sitting on the sidewalk of the east-bound side of the road. I was sitting on what was a corner
intersection. But the area was a little bit more residential at this point, with some trees on either side (in
present day earth-space this area is all city/urban).
I had tied a banner around a Utility Pole. Next to the utility pole was another display of some kind which I
had put up. I was just sitting and waiting to see what would happen.
Then, a 4-door sedan comes up quickly and parks on the same side of the road near to where I am sitting.
Two Men get out from the rear passenger doors of the car, one of whom looks exactly like (CB43). The
Driver remained inside the car.
Kris Valloton comes over and sits near to where I am sitting, close enough so that we can talk.
I say to him:
“IT LOOKS LIKE YOU SAW MY SIGN.”
The sign I had put up had something to do with (CB70). I then began to explain to (CB43) how I knew of
(CB70)’s ministry.
(CB43) acknowledged what I was saying, and we continued in conversation.
END OF DREAM.
I woke up hearing a Bethel Church song I have in one of the playlists on my bedside iPad, which I leave
playing all the time. I don’t remember the song title, but I do remember it was “theme appropriate” to the
dream. It was a comforting dream, and I was comforted by the song. I did wake up sore, but I think that
soreness was from what happened yesterday (see special note below).
Post Dream Analysis says many things:
The Bethel Church group became very important to me in my life. Their music was like Medicine and
Field Bandages to me. Their teachings had the same application, much like Field Rations to a hungry
Soldier. (…radio silence…). I’m very grateful for Bethel Church and its work.
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I’ve had several other dreams which featured a man who looks like (CB43). And those dreams were much
more detailed and more clear than this one.
SPECIAL NOTE 2021-02-10: The following is a word for word transcript (with deletions) of some
comments I made in the same audio recording as the dream above. The remarks are purely from my own
opinions and how I felt at the time about what I saw and heard on the news regarding the riots at
Washington D. C. and Olympia on 6 January 2021. At the same time that I am writing this Letter (over one
month later), there is a second impeachment trial going in the Senate. Many Congressmen and Senators
have blamed former President Trump for the D. C. riot, and are accusing him of causing an insurrection.
“But, what I want to include in this report is what happened last night in Washington D.C., and in the State
Capitol of Washington State, which is located in the City of Olympia.
Yesterday, some protestors in D.C. breached the doors of Congress they were in the process of debating and
voting on certifying the Electoral College votes for President, .
Reportedly these were Trump supporters who were in D.C. for a rally, but then for some reason decided they
wanted to get personally involved inside Congress.
I will say that before I recorded this report I was watching the news this morning to get caught up on this
subject, and it occurred to me that we’ve got two sides in this country that aren’t talking to each another.
We’ve got the Democrats and the Republicans. And, in this House there are off-spring. We’ve got the BLM/
ANTIFA protestors, and you’ve got Trump supporter protestors, and neither side feels like they’re being taken
seriously, or considered seriously for their views.
And the “parents”, the Democrats and the Republicans, are ignoring their off-spring, because they have a
marital squabble, which they are disputing with each other about.
And so, the House is in disarray. So the kids throw temper-tantrums, and that’s what’s happened. Over the
summer the BLM/ANTIFA rioted just as much in support of Joe Biden. So, Joe Biden had his rioters and
Trump had/has his rioters, and the rioters started out as protests.
Now I’ll stop that there and go to the City of Olympia, and the Capitol, and the Governor’s Mansion, where
some Trump supporters had opened the gates (I won’t say breached; it may have been unlocked, I don’t know
because there’s a lot of detail the News Media is not reporting, or doesn’t know, or both). But they just
entered the grounds surrounding the Governor’s Mansion.
One problem we have with Governor Inslee is he’s afraid of his own shadow. Another Governor would have
opened the door and come out and talked with the protestors. But he went and hid. He went into hiding
with his family. (… radio silence… ).
He should have stood up, opened the door, and started talking to the people, ask them why they were there,
and offer them tea and cookies too, by the way. He could have done that. But no, he went and hid.
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I don’t think there was any violence. It was just a march. But it’s interesting. For the same reason that I
described earlier for the Trump supporters (more accurately idolizers***) doing acts of violence of breaking
into Congress, people feel like they’re not being heard and taken seriously, and their viewpoints aren’t being
considered.
Right now we have two political parties. And once they get into power they absolutely do not take into
consideration what the other side has to say. Both sides have done this. Trump did this to one degree. The
Democrats are doing it. There are reasons. Both sides, mainly the Democrats, break God’s Law. Once you
break God’s Law, that opens a Yissure in spirit-space which allows evil spirits of various kinds, demons, fallen
angels, and what not, to come in and wreak havoc.
Right now havoc is being wreaked in the United States because of the breaking of Gods’ Laws, which permit
evil spirits to come in and inYluence human behavior, and inYluence humanity.
So, my hope is, due to the prayers of the Saints in the United States, that Jesus will turn this around.
I know He is in my life. We’re terminating evil spirits all the time. That happened yesterday too, which I will
report in the next recording.”
END OF SPECIAL NOTE.
***During this time I remarked to my wife (M) that there were Trump supporters, and Trump idolizers. It
was the Trump Idolizers in the Church who cost Trump the election. Yahweh hates idolatry, and opposes
the proud (as in Proud Boys, Gay Pride, etc.). So the Idolators and the Proud People in the Republican
Camp were opposed by God, giving Biden the win. Even so, Biden won through HR demonic activity. This
activity will also be judged by Yahweh.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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